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When your brother or sister
does something to bug,
Claim the keys of forgiveness,
and give them a hug.
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UNITY

The keys of unity overcome selfish blues.
They give power to walk in other’s shoes.
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*enhance: to improve; to increase or to add
to the quality of something;
*stance: attitude; stand

The keys of giving give strength to
reach out to another,
And help you see the need of your
sister or brother.

Unity is a power
and a force that
brings down the
blessings of God!
When we are
united, we have
’round about us
a mighty honor
guard of angels.
We become an
unbeatable force
in God’s hands!
(ML #3158:37, Vol.
24, adapted)
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draw a circle
that
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others.
Art by Tana
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The Choice:

Miracle Worker
or Worldly Input Addict!

If you
want to…

 be powerful
conduits of My Spirit

 turn this world
right-side up

 become full-time disciples
whose wish is My command

A little is
not going to
hurt you...
yes, Lord!

…then you must
not allow the
Enemy’s evil
influence to
steal from
your heart the
truth of the
Words of David.

Unlimited worldly input will
prevent you from being the powerful miracle workers that you are called to be.
(Based on ML #3512:44–68, GN 1100)
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Taking in unedifying System input...
...allows the Enemy to break
down your spiritual growth,
requiring you to build your
spiritual life up again.
After working hard
to build up your faith
through the Word
and exercising with
the weapons of the
spirit...

Mod

erat

ion

Bala

nce

*unchecked:
not limited or
controlled

...don’t allow the
Enemy to come in
unchecked.

Hi, keana! the
door was open!

Beam

If he enters, the
Enemy will kick
over the walls,
haul off the
supplies, and
break your tools
and equipment.

Then you
will have
to repair
and rebuild
before you
can make
progress.

I don’t
know. he just
came in and...
Ha! Ha!
Ha!

The bad attitudes
that come from
System input don’t
coexist* side by side
in your heart with
the good effects
of My Word; they
erase it.

*coexist: to exist together
or at the same time
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I’ve provided everything you need through:





the Word

the new weapons

the keys and key promises

and greater understanding of
your spirit helpers and hinderers


Speak to me,
Jesus...

help me,
Boheme!

…to make you into the revolutionary
powerhouse that you want to be.

You just
have to lock
the door to
the thieves
and robbers
of the
netherworld*
who seek
to steal
your faith
by replacing
it with their
worldly
ways, ideas,
attitudes,
and input.
*netherworld:
where evil
spirits
live
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The goal is that you, as My disciples, take in the good
and positive and uplifting and inspiring and godly things,
and reject whatever is negative and of the world.
(ML #3517:111, Post-it GN 16)

GEN-UP #27

As I called to My
disciples of old,
I call to you, the
children of David:

Come out from
among them and be separate.
Touch not the unclean thing,
and I will receive you
(2 Cor.6:17).

And in receiving you, I will
grant you full access to My
miracle-working power.

Then you will become the Endtime prophets that you are called to be!
Reread
“Minimizing Ungodly
Influences,” Gen-Up
#21, page 16!

Prayer

Unity

Prophecy

Only when you, My disciples, truly understand what you possess
in terms of spiritual wealth, and only when you are proud of
your heritage and all of the blessings I have given you, will you
be able to fulfill your final destiny. (ML #3517:159, Post-it GN 16)
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Rise Above System
Addictions!—
Call on Boheme!
I claim the promise,
“Call on the power of the
keys, rebuke any demon by
name, and their effect on
you will be destroyed”
(ML #3419:29a, GN 1006).

BOHEME

Jesus: I have warned you of Pan. (See Gen-Up #19, page 13.)
And now I will warn you of Bacchus, another hindering spirit.
It is in the spirit that battles are won or lost, so it’s important for
you to understand who in the spirit world ﬁghts for you, and who
ﬁghts against you.
Though these demons are strong, they are no match for the
power of My Spirit within you. “Greater is He that is in you, than
He that is in the world” (1 John 1:4b). You have all the power
you need through Me and My good spiritual forces to win the
victory over the Devil and all of his demons.
With Me on your side, you are guaranteed victory in
every battle!

Boheme is sent to help free you from the
worldly addictions that Bacchus tempts you with.
8
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Art by Philippe

This is so
much fun!

Spend time with
me, pleaaaaaaase!

Later! this is
too much fun!

WO

RD

!
YES

Bacchus is one of the rulers of this world’s darkness described in Ephesians 6:12. He is the prince of
addiction.
I have created many things for your enjoyment. Even amongst things
created by man—such as movies, computers, or books—there are
For we wrestle not
interests that you can enjoy without being pulled away from Me.
against ﬂesh and
The danger comes when you feel you must have one or some of these
blood, but against
in order to be happy. It should concern you if the amount of time you spend
principalities, against
on these things undermines your time with Me, reading the Word, and
powers, against the
being with your friends and family.
rulers of the darkness
The Enemy’s primary goal is to get between you and Me and My
of this world, against
Word. Bacchus’s mission is to try to separate My children from Me by
spiritual wickedness in
getting you to turn to other interests for your happiness and fulﬁllment.
high places.
(Ephesians 6:12)

I wish I was playing
computer games.

The next morning:

And Jesus
told His
disciples...
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Jesus: An addiction could be anything you do regularly or repeatedly that is just a bit too important to you,
or bears bad fruit, or wastes your time, or takes the place of the “better” things in your life, such as:
 your time with Me,
 your fellowship with others,
 time spent learning skills that will help you in life,
 time spent doing things for others. (Based on ML #3489:27, GN 1073)

You get to come
with Daddy and I
tonight. We’ll be
visiting Mr. and Mrs.
White...

But Mom,
we can’t go tonight, we
were going to watch a
movie tonight.
Many of the things that Bacchus tries to trip My children off with are things that aren’t sins in themselves, but
are possible inroads that he can use to pull you away from Me. For example, it’s not a sin to play a fun game or
sports outside for exercise and entertainment, to have a pet you enjoy, to play a fun board game or maybe even
a computer game, or to watch an approved movie that I and your parents have said is okay for you to watch.
But they can become sins if they come to be so important to you that they pull you away from Me, from
something I want you to do, or if you start to feel you must have them in order to be happy.
This is the work of Bacchus, trying to pull you away from the most important things in life, and ﬁll your
life with things of this world instead.

SIGH
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Jesus, please send
Boheme to help me!

Through the spiritual weapons I have gifted the children
of David with, I’ve given you all the power needed to
overcome Bacchus’s inﬂuence in your life.
To resist and defeat Bacchus:

Pray. I can deliver you from Bacchus’s inﬂuence if you
pray and call on My help. Ask others to pray for you too.

Use the keys. Here are some key promises you can

claim:
Use the power of the keys to defeat Bacchus’s
inﬂuence in your life. (ML #3402:67, Post-It GN 4, adapted)
Though Bacchus’s tentacles of addiction are strong,
they melt as butter when cut with the power of the keys!
(ML #3365:83, GN 963, adapted).

You will be freed from the tentacles of Bacchus if you
focus on the power of the keys (“Fighting the Enemy,” Key
Promises).

Ask Me to send Boheme to
cut the tentacles of Bacchus
and his addictions.
MAY 2005
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Pull out the weapon of praise! Praise Me for the many fulﬁlling opportunities I give you. Tell
Me how thankful you are for the many fun activities I help you enjoy.

Call on your heavenly helpers! They can help you ﬁght and defeat Bacchus. Call
speciﬁcally on Boheme to ﬁght on your behalf.

Use the gift of prophecy. Ask Me and Boheme for personal counsel to help you resist

Bacchus’s attempts to separate you from Me.
Also, counsel with your parents, as well as pray and ask Me for My approval before
beginning a free-time activity, to make sure that it’s not a waste of time or taking away from your
connection with Me.

Obey. Obedience is an important ingredient in staying free from Bacchus’s addictions. If I

show you to do something or not to do something, it’s important that you obey what I have told
you. That way I can bless you for your obedience and help you ﬁght for victory.
Get help from your friends and caregivers too, to remind you about the things I’ve shown
you to do.

As I was saying,
this is when I make
my exit ... like in
you-never-saw-me
type of situation ...
like in ... Well, then,
bye bye. ...
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Boheme

Spirit helpers

Boheme
Call on me,
and I will help
you defeat
Bacchus!

Spirit helpers

Art by Jacques

Photocopy and cut out

Jesus: Boheme
is a great
one, strong in
My spirit and
uncompromising.

Asmet
MAY 2005
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“Casting down imaginations, and every high thing
[barrier] that exalteth itself against the
knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity
every thought to the obedience of Christ.”
(2Cor.10:5)

Spirit helpers

Boheme

This band of angels is called the
Channelers’ High Command Force (C.H.C.F.).
They are senior officers of the Heavenly
Angelic Forces, who work together to defeat
your adversary, the Devil, and his minions.

Jesus: Boheme is sent to
help free you from the
worldly addictions that
Bacchus tempts you with.

I resist
you, Bacchus,
through the
power of
Jesus!

Spirit helpers

Jesus: Asmet has been
given the task of
giving wisdom from Me
to My children.
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Photocopy onto the back of page 13 and cut out

Asmet

So call on Michael and the Channelers’
High Command Force. They’re called
“Chiefs” or C.H.C.F. for short. They are the
highest in rank when it comes
to casting
Claim
the power
down the devils that fight theofWords
of the
the keys
of
Lord.
deliverance and
thefrom
help of
When you have trouble enlist
hearing
Boheme
against
the Lord, call on the keys, and
the keys
Bacchusbyand any
will be turned to swords wielded
addictions
you
Michael and the Chiefs, clearing
the spiritual
are fighting.
passageway for the Words of the
Lord.
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Jesus: The
Enemy has to
keep ﬁnding
ways of keeping
his subjects
happy without
Me, which
is as futile*
an attempt
as trying to
keep a battery
charged without
electricity!

Heh, I’ll
make my own
“happiness”
potion.

of
Potion
ss
e
Happin % Jesus
ts: 100

Ingredien

*futile: useless;
not successful

Ta-da!
Drink up, if
you wanna
be happy.

He tries to
woo people’s
hearts with this
allurement*, this
entertainment,
this blockbuster,
this book, this
theme park,
this mall, this
computer game,
this product—all
to keep them from
looking outside
themselves and
at what the true
meaning of life is.

Sigh, I’m
bored.

*allurement: some–
thing that attracts
strongly; temptation

Aha! Now
aren’t you
happy?!

LE

GO

F
UF

ST

COMPUTER
GAMES

but I’m
still bored.

Art by Tana

As I said so long
ago, “a man’s
life consisteth
not in the
abundance of
the things he
possesses”
(Luk.12:15)—or
to paraphrase
a bit, the
abundance of
the new things
of the ﬂesh
that he tries.
Because things
are temporary!
The thrills don’t
last!
MAY 2005
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You, My children
of David, enjoy
the greatest of all
spiritual gifts this
world has ever
known, the greatest
of all freedoms,
and there are many
more to be given
and revealed to
you.
And Here’s
another spiritual gift
for you—foreseeing
the future!

Can you
think of the
spiritual
gifts we
have that
are unique?

The greatest thrill you can
experience in this world
will be to ﬁght on My side
during the dark days to
come. This is the grand
ﬁnale of mankind’s history...

gift of
healing

...on this planet, and you
are set to be some of the
key players in it—those
who will stand out for
their brilliance and power,
spiritual power and even
physical power.

Mommy look!
It’s the people
of the keys!
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NEWS 1

so in my
last movie
I...

You will be the stars
of that day—those
who the lost of
the world will look
to and admire. In
those days you will
be the celebrities.
I will cause you
to shine with the
brilliance of My
truth and
HEY! It’s
power.
the key girls!

you have recently
healed two children
from cancer in the name
of the keys. can you tell
us more about this?

It’s not my
own power.
Jesus gives
me this Key
power.

No wonder the
Enemy seeks to
get you to set
your eyes only
on the things
of man, the
allurements
of the world
designed to
keep people
from hungering
after the things
of the spirit.

NEWS 1

But as you keep your eyes
turned toward Me, you will ﬁnd that the
things of this world will grow unimportant
compared to the greater truths and eternal
rewards that await My faithful servants and
children of these Last Days.
MAY 2005
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GREEN DOOR!
Gracie! You
can’t go in
there. Don’t
do it!

part 2

Continued from
Gen-Up #26

You have no position here
to tell anybody what to do.
You don’t even belong here
now. This is our job, this is
our business, and it’s none
of your business. Get out
of here!

Coosa chased us until we got
near the end of the hall where
I grabbed a broom somebody
had left and I tried to hit him
with it to drive him off.

Art by Eman
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Suddenly the funniest thing
happened. He plucked three little
hairs out of the back of his neck, and
rolled them between his thumb and
forefinger, crushing them to a fine
powder. Then he threw it in my face.

This will
take care
of you.

The powder Coosa threw
in my eyes immediately
began to make me dizzy,
drowsy, and sleepy.

There.
That’s the
end of him.

Come on! We’ve got to
run. We’ve got to find
the way out before you
go to sleep. We’ve got
to find the way out
before it’s too late!

We were running like mad,
desperately trying to
find the exit. Suddenly we
came to the lobby with
the big reception desk.

I think it’s behind that desk,
because every time I went
around the corner of that
desk all the people vanished.

We ran around
the corner
behind the main
desk, and sure
enough, there
was the doorway
that said, “Exit.”

Look! There it is.
Come on!

MAY 2005
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Behind the door was a spiral staircase that led
downward. Though I can’t remember how we got in, we
must have come in the same way, because it seemed
to be the only entrance or exit. The reception desk
seemed to control the place. Just then the desk clerk
saw us and shouted:

There they go! Stop them!
They’re not registered!
They’re not supposed to be
here! Stop them!

Maria let go of my hand and
ran, and soon she was out of
sight on the spiral staircase.
She was running like Hell was
after her, and I was following
close behind. We ran down,
down, down, down, around and
around and around. It makes
me dizzy even to think of it!
Suddenly we came to the end,
another door that said “Exit.”
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We threw open the door, and it
was just a little short flight of
steps, not more than maybe a
dozen steps leading upward. We
came up these old, old basement
stone steps, and found we were
coming back up to the surface of
the earth. I don’t understand that,
because it seemed like where we
were had been far underneath the
surface of the earth. Yet to get
out we had to go down this long
spiral staircase and out…
…this little door. And then a
simple short climb up and there
we were, on the earth’s surface.
It must be that down was up!

As we came up this short flight of old stone steps on to the earth’s
surface, we both experienced a peculiar feeling like a thrilling sort of
magical ripple or electrical wave that transformed us back into our earthly
bodies, and we were back in our own dimension.
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I looked back, and the little short cellar stairwell we’d just come up was a
very dark hole like a dark green grave, all covered with evil-looking weeds
and vines. There was a little weird building of which the green escape
door was its basement or cellar door. It was an old vine-covered stone
building, like an old utility building or old closed burial crypt* where they
bury bodies. From the outside it was all locked up. It was part of a park
or cemetery. The fact that we could come out of its basement seemed
to mean it was there to cover the entrance.

*burial crypt: underground room used for burial
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I must remember
exactly where this
is in case we want
to find it again.

It was getting dark. There was a house
to our right and I heard voices. I listened
very carefully. What a relief when I
realized they were good British voices
speaking English! I thought, Thank God,
we’re back! The road was a dirt road
that led uphill through the trees. There was
another house on the right up ahead.

Uh-oh! I wonder who
that is. Maybe they are
coming after us!

A car with headlights blazing came over the
top of the hill down the road toward us.

But the car stopped at the
house on our right, and
the driver turned off his
lights, got out of his car
and went into the house.
I thought, Thank God it
wasn’t somebody coming
after us! Then Maria and
I held each others hands
and started to walk
slowly up the road, which
seemed to lead back
towards friends and loved
ones and civilization. I was
so relieved that we were
out. We’d found the way out!
MAY 2005
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Grandpa: So watch out,
beloved, for that green
door! It may lead to a
realm where you don’t
really belong, and
certainly would never
want to be!
Have your name put
in God’s book of Life
in Heaven so you’ll
be sure you’ve got
your reservation
confirmed for one
of those mansions in
God’s golden Space
City instead! That’s the
place you’ll be happy
forever with Jesus! If
you love and receive
and live for Jesus,
you can enjoy Him and
Heaven forever! Then
you don’t have to be
afraid when it comes
time to leave this
life. You’ll know which
direction you’re going.
Not down to a polished
hell, but up to a happy
heaven!

Word Study
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“Death in Your Arms!” Jun. DB2
“What Have You Done with Your Life?” Jun. DB2
“Salvation in the Spirit World,” Jun. DB2
“Age in Heaven!” Jun. DB3
“Death,” GT1
“Heaven,” GT2

